ANNOUNCEMENT
(referred to in Article 4 of the Call for applications)


SYSTEM BIOLOGY IN IMMUNITY AND INFECTIOUS PATHOLOGIES
(INTERNATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL PhD)

Interview: September 9, 2019, starting at 10:00 am
Place: at the Meeting room, of the "Sezione di Microbiologia, Genomica e Genetica" (Genomics and Genetics Microbiology Section) of the "Dipartimento di Medicina Sperimentale" (Department of Experimental Medicine) Building D 3rd floor, Piazzale L. Severi, 1 Perugia.

BIOTECHNOLOGIES
(INTERNATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL PhD)

Interview: September 11, 2019, starting at 9:00 am
Place: at the Room A2 of the "Polo Didattico dell’Università degli Studi di Perugia, Via del Giochetto, Perugia.

THE LIST OF CANDIDATES ADMITTED TO THE INTERVIEW WILL BE AVAILABLE FROM 9 September 2019 TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS: http://ghost.fisica.unipg.it/eval-biotec.pdf

CONSUMER LAW
(INTERNATIONAL PhD)

Interview: September 9, 2019, starting at 9:00 am and, if necessary September 10, 2019, starting at 10:30 am
Place: in allocated room at the Dipartimento di Economia dell’Università degli Studi di Perugia, Sede di Terni, Via Papa Zaccaria, 10, Località San Valentino (next to the Basilica), Terni

NOTICE WITH THE LIST OF CANDIDATES ADMITTED TO THE INTERVIEW WILL BE EXPOSED ON THE DAY OF THE INTERVIEW (September 9, 2019) IN THE PLACE OF CONDUCT OF THE INTERVIEW. THE SKYPE ADDRESS TO SUPPORT FOREIGN CANDIDATES ABROAD ABOUT THE VIDEOCONFERENCE INTERVIEW IS THE FOLLOWING: ECONOMIATR
**ECONOMICS – INSTITUTIONS, BUSINESSES AND QUANTITATIVE METHODS**  
*INTERNATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL PhD*

**Interview:** September 2, 2019, starting at 9:00 am  
**Place:** a room of the Department of Economics of the University of Perugia, Via A. Pascoli, 20, Perugia  

*THE LIST OF CANDIDATES ADMITTED TO THE INTERVIEW WILL BE AVAILABLE FROM 30th August 2019 AT THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS: http://dottorato.ec.unipg.it/it/*

**ENERGY AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT**  
*INTERNATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL PhD*

**Interview:** September 17, 2019, starting at 9:00 am  
**Place:** Aula Didattica of the Biomass Research Center of the University of Perugia, (first floor and / or videoconference), via G. Duranti 63, Perugia.

**ETHICS OF COMMUNICATIONS, SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION**  
*INTERNATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL PHD*

**Interview:** September 11, 2019, starting at 3:00 pm  
**Place:** a room of the Department of Philosophy, Social Sciences, Humanities and Education of the University of Perugia at Palazzo Stocchi, Piazza Morlacchi, 30, Perugia  

*THE LIST OF CANDIDATES ADMITTED TO THE INTERVIEW WILL BE AVAILABLE BEFORE THE EXPLICATION OF THE INTERVIEW TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS: https://www.unipg.it/didattica/dottorati-di-ricerca/bandi-avvisi-e-modulistica*

**INDUSTRIAL AND INFORMATION ENGINEERING**  
*INTERNATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL PHD*

**Interview:** September 5 and 6, 2019, starting September 5 at 9:00 am  
**Place:** Auletta next to the Aula Magna of the Engineering Pole of the University of Perugia, via G. Duranti, 93, Perugia.
INTERNATIONAL DOCTORAL PROGRAM IN CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING (INTERNATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL PHD)

Interview: September 11, 2019, starting at 9:30 am
Place: Room 17 of the Engineering Pole of the University of Perugia, via G. Duranti, 93, Perugia.

THE LIST OF CANDIDATES ADMITTED TO THE INTERVIEW WILL BE AVAILABLE BEFORE THE EXPLICATION OF THE INTERVIEW TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESSES:
http://www.ing1.unipg.it/dottorato/avvisi;
https://www.unipg.it/didattica/dottorati-di ricerca/bandi-avvisi-e-modulistica

LEGALITY, POLITICAL CULTURES AND DEMOCRACY (INTERNATIONAL PHD)

Interview: September 16, 2019, starting at 10:30 am
Place: LEPA Room of the Department of Political Science of the University of Perugia, via Pascoli, 20 - third floor - Perugia

THE LIST OF CANDIDATES ADMITTED TO THE INTERVIEW WILL BE AVAILABLE FROM 13 September 2019 TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS: http://www.scipol.unipg.it/dottorato

CLINICAL AND MOLECULAR MEDICINE (INTERNATIONAL PhD)

Interview: September 12, 2019, starting at 10:00 am
Place: Room 5, building B, Floor -2, Interdepartmental School of Medicine and Surgery, Piazzale L. Severi 1/8, Perugia.


TRANSLATIONAL MEDICINE AND SURGERY (INTERNATIONAL PhD)

Interview: September 16, 2019, starting at 11:00 am
Place: Meeting Room of the Department of Surgical and Biomedical Sciences - Building A - 6th floor - Piazzale L. Severi 1/8, Perugia
HEALTH AND EXPERIMENTAL VETERINARY SCIENCE
(INTERNATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL PhD)

Interview: September 6, 2019, starting at 9:00 am

Place: Aula Magna of the Department of Veterinary Medicine of the University of Perugia, via S. Costanzo n. 4, Perugia

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR PHYSICS AND GEOLOGY
(INTERNATIONAL PhD)

Interview: September 12, 2019, starting at 9:00 am, with possible continuation on Friday 13 September 2019 starting at 9:00 am

Place: Meeting Room - Physics Building (third floor) - Department of Physics and Geology, University of Perugia - Via Pascoli, 63, Perugia

THE LIST OF CANDIDATES ADMITTED TO THE INTERVIEW WILL BE AVAILABLE FROM 10 September 2019 TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS:
http://fisgeo.unipg.it/fisgeo/index.php/it/phd/admissions-it.html

CHEMICAL SCIENCES
(INTERNATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL PhD)

Interview: September 17, 2019, starting at 3:00 pm

Place: Library of the Section of Organic Chemistry, on the first floor, of the Department of Chemistry, Biology and Biotechnology of the University of Perugia, via Elce di sotto, 8, Perugia

AGRICULTURAL, FOOD AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AND BIOTECHNOLOGIES
(INTERNATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL PhD)

Interview: September 5, 2019, starting at 9:30 am

Place: Aula Sempio of the Department of Agricultural, Food and Environmental Sciences of the University of Perugia, via Borgo XX Giugno, 74, Perugia.

THE LIST OF CANDIDATES ADMITTED TO THE INTERVIEW WILL BE AVAILABLE FROM 3 September 2019 TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS:https://www.unipg.it/didattica/dottorati-di-ricerca/bandi-avvisi-e-modulistica
**PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES**  
*(INTERNATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL PhD)*

**Interview:** 
September 11, 2019, starting at 9:30 am

**Place:**  
Meeting room of Palazzo Purgotti, Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences of the University of Perugia, via Fabretti, 48, Perugia.

**LAW**  
*(INTERNATIONAL PhD)*

**Interview:** 
September 20, 2019 starting at 11:00 am

**Place:**  
a classroom, which will be indicated on the day of the test, of the Law Department of the University of Perugia, Via A. Pascoli, 33, Perugia.

THE LIST OF CANDIDATES ADMITTED TO THE INTERVIEW WILL BE AVAILABLE FROM 16th September 2019 TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS:  
https://www.unipg.it/didattica/dottorati-di-ricerca/bandi-avvisi-e-modulistica

**HUMANITIES**  
*(INTERNATIONAL PhD)*

**Interview:** 
September 12, 2019, starting at 9:30 am

**Place:**  
a classroom, which will be indicated on the day of the trial, of the Palazzo Stocchi headquarters of the Department of Philosophy, Social Sciences, Humanities and Education, Piazza Morlacchi, 30, Perugia.

THE LIST OF CANDIDATES ADMITTED TO THE INTERVIEW WILL BE AVAILABLE BEFORE THE EXPLICATION OF THE INTERVIEW TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS:  
https://www.unipg.it/didattica/dottorati-di-ricerca/bandi-avvisi-e-modulistica

**HISTORY, ARTS AND LANGUAGES IN ANCIENT AND MODERN EUROPE**  
*(INTERNATIONAL PhD)*

**Interview:** 
September 18, 2019 starting at 11:00 am

**Place:**  
Meeting room of Palazzo San Bernardo of the Department of Literature - Ancient and Modern Languages, Literatures and Civilization - of the University of Perugia, Via degli Offici, 14, Perugia.

THE LIST OF CANDIDATES ADMITTED TO THE INTERVIEW WILL BE AVAILABLE BEFORE THE EXPLICATION OF THE INTERVIEW TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS:  
https://www.unipg.it/didattica/dottorati-di-ricerca/bandi-avvisi-e-modulistica
Any changes, updates or additions to this Notice will be made public through publication on the University website; therefore candidates are required to consult this site at www.unipg.it/didattica under the heading "Research Doctorates" - "Announcements, notices and forms".

Perugia, 8 agosto 2019

p.IL RETTORE
Prof. Franco MORICONI
f.to Prof. Alessandro MONTRONE